U.S.S. Ganymede December 8, 1998

Kris:
The level of piracy and the damage it has caused to merchants and the Federation has become intolerable, especially in a wartime atmosphere.  The U.S.S. Ganymede is to proceed to the Mindos System in sector 67.  This is the last known area of the pirate 

Kris:
base of operations.

Kris:
You are authorized to use whatever means are necessary to eliminate the base, pirates and their allies.  

Kris:
Within minutes of your arrival, reinforcements will arrive in the form of the U.S.S. Stingray, U.S.S. Kitty Hawk, U.S.S. Invincible and the U.S.S. Inimitable.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Cain:
::at tactical running computer simulated battle attack and defense patterns::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma'am we are currently heading towards the Mindos Sys at Warp6 approx ETA 10min:

OPS_Rhian:
::@ OPS Recalibrating AI net for impending hostilities::

SO_Wilkin:
::on the bridge monitoring long range sensors::

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Follow on your present course.

CEOBishop:
::initializing bridge engineering relay system::

XO_Louis:
:: Reviewing all station reports ::

TACSirach:
::on the bridge at tactical keeping an eye on the weapons and shields...still a little bruised::

CTO_Cain:
Captain:  I suggest we raise shields.

CNS_Warke:
::at her station observing the crew::

Cv_Wizamc:
::arrives on the bridge and moves to stand next to Warke::

CO_Olbrun:
Cain: Agreed.

SO_Wilkin:
::scans the system on long range sensors::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Aye Ma'am laying in course for sector 67:

EO_Cerdan:
::Checking power readouts for all systems::

OPS_Rhian:
::adjusting LRS modulation::

CTO_Cain:
Captain:  Aye.  ::raises shields::

TACSirach:
::notices the shields being raised::

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  Picking up numerous ion trails

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Keep weapons ready and an eye out for other ships.

FCO_Vid:
::checks IDS status and SIF readings::

SO_Wilkin:
::adjusts sensors to track ion trails::

CEOBishop:
EO: Head down to engineering and make sure everything is in top condition

TACSirach:
Cain: Aye ::continues LRS and SRS sweeps and warms up the weapons::

FCO_Vid:
EO:Bishop IDS and SIF appear nominal at this station, confirm:

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Have all security teams on alert as well.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: Shall we set Yellow Alert?

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:AYE

Cv_Wizamc:
::nods::CNS: Hello Counselor....did I miss much in my exams?

TACSirach:
Cain: Aye ::sends a message to all security teams to be on alert::

XO_Louis:
:: Reviewing SF reports on the sectors activities :: Captain I recommend red alert.

CTO_Cain:
Captain:  Weapons ready on your command and all security on alert.

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  The ion trails are too numerous to track...all leading out of this sector

FCO_Vid:
::calibrates Nav Sensors::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:not too much.  We're currently after some pirates

CO_Olbrun:
Cain: Thank you. Don't let me down.

CTO_Cain:
Captain:  Aye.

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Feeling a little better today?

CEOBishop:
::monitoring engine efficiency::

TACSirach:
Cain: I think that's an order we can handle

XO_Louis:
Captain: Outside of the edge... Yes I am.

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: oh joy, I love pirate. ca never talk any sense into them...not very politically correct ::shudders::

TACSirach:
Cain: I think being the key phrase

CO_Olbrun:
::hears the rubbish about political correctness, and stifles a smile::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  When we enter into battle, keep security at fire-on-sire alert if there are any intruders.

SO_Wilkin:
::recalibrates sensors to maximum efficiency::

CEOBishop:
::feels out of his element on the bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Perhaps we will have to speak after our duty shift...I do need to speak to you.

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye, sir.

TACSirach:
Cain: aye ::sends out a fire-on-site alert to all security teams::

TACSirach:
::deploys all the security teams to do a continuous sweep of the ship::

CO_Olbrun:
Cain: Take us to red alert.

Cv_Wizamc:
::raises eyebrows::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:how did your exams go?

OPS_Rhian:
::isolating power surge on secondary port bus::

SO_Wilkin:
::monitoring all sensor relays::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Also, If any ships attack us, try to identify the most vulnerable spot on their ships for a quick disablement or kill.

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma'am holding course entering Mindos system:

TACSirach:
Cain: scans look promising, no ships in the area

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Be on your toes, Lieutenant.

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: I think I did pretty good.... My assessments were great in terms of marks...just depends on the exam results now

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Acknowledged.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: Aye

CEOBishop:
::running final analysis on weapon systems::

EO_Cerdan:
::Notices power surge on OPS Eng panel::

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  There are an exceptional amount of moons in this system

TACSirach:
Cain: aye ::enters "seek and possible destroy" program into computer and activates it::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: Just think I could be a diplomat soon.....my father would be so proud.. ::sighs::

OPS_Rhian:
::scanning for signs of those field dampeners like we encountered last time::

TACSirach:
::keeping an eye on the scans and the weapons::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:only time can tell.  I have some telepathic exercises devised for you to do so that you can increase your telepathy skill

SO_Wilkin:
::brings the gravitic net scans online::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: good...I can spend all my time on them now

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  No signs of any field dampeners

FCO_Vid:
::moves ship lithely between the many moons in the system::

CO_Olbrun:
Wilkinson: I'm not trusting anything....keep your scans going.

SO_Wilkin:
CO: Aye, captain

SO_Wilkin:
::scans the local moons::

OPS_Rhian:
*ENG*  I've detected a -10dBM power surge in the secondary port bus...attempting to isolate

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:for some of them it's better if I'm there

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  Picking up a concentrated source of metal on one of the moons

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma'am Suggest lowering speed around these moons:

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: sounds good to me

TACSirach:
::raises eyebrow::

EO_Cerdan:
OPS:I'm on it. Stand by.

TACSirach:
CO: sounds like a base of some sort

SO_Wilkin:
::fine tunes sensors to identify the metal::

CO_Olbrun:
Wilkinson: Can you identify the metal?

XO_Louis:
:: Begins to review findings of the scans ::

SO_Wilkin:
CO: Scanning now, captain

EO_Cerdan:
OPS: secondary power bus will be back up momentarily.

OPS_Rhian:
ENG:  Aye

CO_Olbrun:
Bridge: I don't want a rerun of the Scimitar...let's keep on our toes, people.

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  The metal appears to be blend of ordinary substances with a concentration of polyganyridium

FCO_Vid:
::preparing CONN for possible evasive maneuvers::

TACSirach:
CO: Perhaps it is a very small base

CEOBishop:
::monitors engine readouts::

FCO_Vid:
::checks power to Helm::

SO_Wilkin:
::checking library computer for common uses of polyganyridium::

EO_Cerdan:
*OPS* secondary relays rerouted,

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:when would you like to begin?

TACSirach:
CO: I think we should prepare for the worst due to recent events

OPS_Rhian:
ENG:  Acknowledged...compensating for phase drift

XO_Louis:
Wilkin: Scan the area for any power signatures.

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: How is Sirach. I never found out if he went to Sickbay.....oh now would be nice...if we are allowed to

SO_Wilkin:
XO: Aye, sir

FCO_Vid:
::Mapping sector as we travel through it::

CO_Olbrun:
::waits to see what her crew is going to come up with:: Sirach: I agree, but don't let it border on paranoia. Paranoia makes one sloppy.

Cv_Wizamc:
superlaser of some sort

SO_Wilkin:
::adjusts scans to identify power outputs around the moons::

TACSirach:
CO: Aye

SO_Wilkin:
XO: Sir, the source of the power is located on the surface of the moon....

CNS_Warke:
::whispers:: Wizamc:you might be able to get the captain to allow you to examine Sirach

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Do you find any weapon signatures around at all?

FCO_Vid:
OPS/TAC: transferring cartography pertinent to each of your stations:

XO_Louis:
Wilkin: I'm specifically interested in what the power unit is for.

TACSirach:
::scanning moon for weapon signatures::

Cv_Wizamc:
::chuckles quietly::Warke:Yeah but would Sirach come quietly??

SO_Wilkin:
XO:  It has the ability to power shields and or cloaking devices with that signature and output

OPS_Rhian:
Vid:  Acknowledged...receiving data

TACSirach:
Cain: no weapon signatures found, just that generator

CNS_Warke:
::whispers:: Wizamc:there are ways to make him come quietly

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Aye.

XO_Louis:
:: Thinks... cloak. That’s not good news ::

TACSirach:
Cain: unless it is powering something that is hiding something that our sensors can't big up on

SO_Wilkin:
XO: Sir, I'm registering a drop in power from the generator

CO_Olbrun:
Wilkinson: Some way to get around that cloak?

XO_Louis:
Captain: I recommend a tachyon pulse from the deflector.

Kris:
ACTION: A FLICKER IS SEEN ON THE VIEWSCREEN.

TACSirach:
CO: Perhaps we can use a tractor beam to drain it's power to see what it is hiding

Cv_Wizamc:
::senses something::Warke:I hope your not thinking dangerously

OPS_Rhian:
:::flicker on viewscreen catches eye::

SO_Wilkin:
CO: Perhaps, with a burst of tachyon emissions, it may disable the EM flux

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  What do sensors show on that flicker.

FCO_Vid:
::Sets panel ready for evasives::

TACSirach:
Cain: it appears as though it was a large hidden station

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Back us off. I don't like this.

CNS_Warke:
::whispers:: Wizamc:you have some medical training surely you know something that will make Sirach more compliant

Kris:
ACTION: AS THE GENERATOR'S POWER LEVELS DROP, A LARGE ORBITAL SPACE STATION COMES INTO VIEW.

FCO_Vid:
CO:Aye Ma'am all astern:

TACSirach:
::sends out a warning to security to prepare for any unexpected guests::

OPS_Rhian:
::scanning for localized masking field::

EO_Cerdan:
::power to shields and weapons::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke:not on the bridge no....you shouldn't be even thinking that

TACSirach:
::looks up at space station in awe::

SO_Wilkin:
::scans the station::

CO_Olbrun:
::bites her lip and mutters:: Swell....it's the Death Star.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Keep on your toes Lt.

CO_Olbrun:
::realizes that's coming from Dara's memories, not her own::

TACSirach:
CTO: aye

Cv_Wizamc:
::senses the crews awe and looks up::

CTO_Cain:
Captain:  Should we wait for reinforcements?

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Alert Status?

CNS_Warke:
::looks at viewscreen::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma'am all engines astern at warp6:

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  I'm not picking up life signs and power is at a minimum

TACSirach:
::scans station's weapons system::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: What is ....t.t.t.t.that?

EO_Cerdan:
::Feels warp engines reverse::

SO_Wilkin:
CO: There is a suitable amount of life support

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Red. This is positively spooky, and can bode no good.

CEOBishop:
::monitors warp field::

CNS_Warke:
::whispers:: Wizamc:well you wanted a way to get him to come quietly

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Agreed

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:I'm not sure but it looks like an orbital station

FCO_Vid:
::Checking retreat path from mapping::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke:not now...this looks bad. I'll rather keep the Tactical Officer where he is...he can help the Chief out

SO_Wilkin:
::scans the area around the station::

TACSirach:
CO: They have some very advanced weapons, nothing like what we have. However they are not powered up and they do not have any torpedoes in inventory

CO_Olbrun:
Wilkinson: Lifesigns?

TACSirach:
CO: Unless of course they are cloaked

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:it's your decision

SO_Wilkin:
CO: No, ma'am.  Life support is online, however.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  All stations answer Red Alert and rig for reduced electrical

EO_Cerdan:
Eng :Everyone on your toes.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Try to identify the power source of that monster and see if our weapons would be able to disable it if necessary.

XO_Louis:
Sirach: What do LRS show?

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: No. I think I may go down to Sickbay and get the medical crew ready for the worst though

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: I want you to see if you can run a safe interface with their computer...see what you can learn without bringing home any little extras.

TACSirach:
::conducts a LRS and a scan on the station's power source::

XO_Louis:
Vid: All stop... hold our position.

TACSirach:
XO: LRS shows degrading ion trails, and some space dust

FCO_Vid:
XO:Aye sir :

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:see what you can sense about the station

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  All scans around the station show aging ion trails, other than that, we are green across the board

FCO_Vid (Sound - PowerDown.wav):

EO_Cerdan:
::Checks for non essential power uses::

TACSirach:
CTO: The shields are not up, so for now she's just begging to be attacked...or inspected. However once shields are raised it is hard to say

CNS_Warke:
~~~seeswhat she can sense from the station~~~

CEOBishop:
Rhian: I'm downloadign an extra firewall to your station just in case

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Acknowledged...initiating passive data tap...port 139

FCO_Vid:
XO:Sir all stop:

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Aye.  Be ready for that "Hard to say" Answer.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Ease us in closer. Keep a safe distance.

Cv_Wizamc:
~~~reaches out but feels little~~~

FCO_Vid (Sound - Engines-ALL\@STOP.wav):

SO_Wilkin:
::looks at the viewscreen:: Come into my parlor, said the spider to the fly...

TACSirach:
CTO: I always am  ::grins::

FCO_Vid (Sound - Powerup.wav):

FCO_Vid:
XO:Aye sir moving forwar on impulse power:

TACSirach:
CO: This might be a trap, they could be waiting for us on the other side, just waiting for us to take a look around the station

EO_Cerdan:
Double checks all backup systems::

SO_Wilkin:
CO:  That station has the ability to house over a thousand life forms

CO_Olbrun:
Sirach: I think everything is a trap. It's why I'm still alive. ::said deadpan, but with a slight smile::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:do you sense anything?

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: nothing

XO_Louis:
:: Nods and smiles at the Captain's joke ::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: I'm going down to sickbay. Call me if you need anything

TACSirach:
CO: I think we should send an AT to check it out, we can't learn much more from here

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:I don't sense much more

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I've gained access...initiating data core spider

Cv_Wizamc:
::chuckles::

FCO_Vid:
::Curious expression::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:need any help?

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: your quite welcome to come along, it would be appreciated

FCO_Vid:
XO:sir still moving forward evasives still online:

SO_Wilkin:
::monitors sensors for any anomalous readings::

XO_Louis:
Vid: Very well... stay on top of it.

FCO_Vid:
XO:Aye sir:

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:sure I'll come ::gets up and heads to TL with Wizamc::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  The station appears to be some form of transient quarters...large berthing areas and many shuttle bays

Cv_Wizamc:
::enters TL:: TL:Sickbay

CTO_Cane:
Captain:  Perhaps a shuttle craft to take a real close look?

SO_Wilkin:
::pulls up data retrieval and reconstruction programs::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: I hate to ask the obvious...but are there any records intact.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  It also appears that part of the core has been hastily wiped...I'm trying to recover it now ::runs Norton Unerase v2485::

XO_Louis:
Captain: The AT sounds like a good idea, however I'm not convinced of our safety.

CO_Olbrun:
Cain: No. Not in light of what has been happening...crews being kidnapped.

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Normally I would agree with you, but not this time.

Kris:
<Computer>  Norton Unerase Disk Doctor has found several lost clusters.  Do you wish to restore?  Y or N.

Cv_Wizamc:
::arrives at Sickbay with Warke:: Warke:lets get to work

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma'am we are getting relatively close. Just how close would you like?:

TACSirach:
::wondering what the computer is talking about, scans computer for errors within itself::

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Back us off to about 500 kms.

OPS_Rhian:
::Restore::

SO_Wilkin:
::runs full diagnostic on sensor array::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Aye Ma'am backing off now:

CEOBishop:
::runs some diagnostics on the central computer core::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:I used to help out one of our previous doctors

EO_Cerdan:
::Checks Warp core containment and emergency shut down systems::

TACSirach:
CO: I believe the computer has found some useful data

CO_Olbrun:
::she furrows her brow:: Louis: Number one, my apologies...I meant to say that I am also against the AT. ::feeling him prickle slightly beside her.::

Comp_Log:
::static::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: Good..you can tell me what needs to be done...just kidding

XO_Louis:
:: Sighs :: Thank you Captain.

FCO_Vid:
CO:Ma'am 500kms and holding:

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I've partially recovered what appears to be a log

XO_Louis:
Rhian: On screen.

TACSirach:
::reminding security of their orders::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:I haven't helped in SB for awhile.  I once started a game of chess with that same doctor.  would you be interested in playing some time?

Comp_Log:
....I'm packing up......eading out tonight for....ystem.  We're to mount an attack on..... 

CEOBishop:
::looks up to view the log::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Aye...on screen

CO_Olbrun:
::she notes that Louis is right on top of it::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Can you get more?

Comp_Log:
....those colonists won't know....hit them.    ::grin::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: Chess...Haven't played that for a while...but sure, but don't laugh if you slaughter...um wrong word for in here

Comp_Log:
We should then regroup and......report back to headquarters.......shore leave......

Comp_Log:
::static::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Please try to clear up where the attack will be.

TACSirach:
::notices how static played a key role in that message::

Comp_Log:
I hope our allies will be pleased with........

SO_Wilkin:
OPS: Can you redirect that log to my station?

CO_Olbrun:
Wilkinson: Try to identify any nearby colonies.

Comp_Log:
::static::

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:I'm a little rusty myself

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I'm trying but the data is very fragmented...I have to resequence it first

SO_Wilkin:
CO: Aye, captain

FCO_Vid:
::Holds position steady between lunar gravitational fields::

EO_Cerdan:
::Feels the tension of Eng team::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Do it. We can't tell how many lives you might save.

Comp_Log:
Our allies have given us the best.......and newest equipment.  My tech rating will go up as a result.  ::bragging::

Comp_Log:
::static::

SO_Wilkin:
::collaborates data from the LCARS and sensors to map nearby colonies::

Comp_Log:
::static::

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  Patching feed now

Comp_Log:
::static::

SO_Wilkin:
OPS: Thank you.

CEOBishop:
OPS:heres an algorythm that may be of assistance

Comp_Log:
ACTION: LOG FILE ENDS.

OPS_Rhian:
ENG:  Acknowledged...runing resequence now

TACSirach:
Cain: I really don't like that guy

FCO_Vid:
OPS:You might want to check for layered tracks within the static:

CO_Olbrun:
Cain: How old are the ion trails headed away from here?

SO_Wilkin:
CO: The nearest colonies are in the Borhia Star cluster, a few days travel from here.

XO_Louis:
Captain: The ion trails are too recent, those ships must be in this quadrant.

CTO_Cane:
Rhian: Perhaps if that doesnt work you could use a reticulating algorithm to restore the log.

CTO_Cane:
Captain:  Scannign now.

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Hail those colonies.

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: How long since you played?? I prefer the ancient game of backgammon myself

TACSirach:
CTO: They are several days old

OPS_Rhian:
Vid:  Looks like PCM...I'm attempting to artificial stretch the data bandwidth

CTO_Cane:
Captain:  Several day old, checking their direction now.

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Can you get anything else out?

TACSirach:
XO: I don't believe so, they could be long gone by now

XO_Louis:
:: Nods ::

FCO_Vid:
OPS:Let me know if you need assistance:

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:I play regular 1 dimensional chess

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Hailing channels open

SO_Wilkin:
XO:  The trails deterioration coincides with the distance of the colonies

XO_Louis:
:: Concern shows on my face :: Captain: Will we pursue?

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: yeah.. that 3D version makes me ill

CTO_Cane:
Captain:  Ion trails lead toward the Borhia star cluster.  Several days away ma'am.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I'm setting up the log for background reconstruction

TACSirach:
CO: Perhaps we should ask our reinforcements to check out those colonies on their way here

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:3d chess is too confusing for me

Cv_Wizamc:
<Gany> Woof Woof

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Are you getting any response to that hail?

TACSirach:
CO: it appears the U.S.S......Hayden is near those colonies

OPS_Rhian:
__4<_3_4>_ _: CAPT:  No response

XO_Louis:
Captain: I recommend a Fleet-wide message of our discovery.

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Agreed. Make it so.

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye.

TACSirach:
XO: I'm not sure that would be a good idea, the pirates might be able to decrypt our messages, they would then know we are on to them

SO_Wilkin:
::monitors subspace scans::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Use a Federation algorithm

FCO_Vid:
CEO: Bishop Need more power to port stabilizer: ::pesky moon gravity::

XO_Louis:
Sirach: Agreed, but if they do then they will be on the defensive. Please broadcast to the entire fleet.

CEOBishop:
FCO: On it

SO_Wilkin:
XO: We could send the transmission piggy back on a sensor sweep.

TACSirach:
XO: Aye

FCO_Vid:
CEO:Acknowledged:

OPS_Rhian:
__4<_3OPS_Rhian_4>_ _: CAPT:  Aye...running Federation sequence

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: Do you sense other Federation presences nearby??

CEOBishop:
::redirects some of the power from the replicator system to the stabilizers::

XO_Louis:
Wilkin: No need at this time, however it is a good thought.

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Set course out of this system on the heading that Hazbin left for you. Warp three.

TACSirach:
::sends an encrypted message to the entire fleet about "the colonist situation"::

FCO_Vid:
CO:Aye Ma'am laying in course and speed now:

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Engage.

FCO_Vid (Sound - Powerup.wav):

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: must be me

FCO_Vid (Sound - Console2.wav):

FCO_Vid (Sound - Warp.wav):

CNS_Warke:
Wizamc:depends on how you term nearby

CO_Olbrun:
::she leans back in her seat, and ponders what's happened::

SO_Wilkin:
::monitors long range sensors for any changes::

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO*Detecting jamming signal,Its effecting secondary systems .oo1%

XO_Louis:
Captain: I hope that our paranoia is unfounded.

TACSirach:
::at Tactical bracing for anything, keeping an eye on weapons, SRS, and LRS::

Cv_Wizamc:
Warke: ah forget it...lets just get the medical crew ready

CEOBishop:
*EO* Understood, I'm on my way

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO*Aye

CEOBishop:
CO: permission to head to Main Engineering

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: I hope you're right.

CO_Olbrun:
Bishop: Granted.

CEOBishop:
::heads for the engine room::

FCO_Vid:
CO: Ma'am Course set for Oberon Station heading 325.8 mark .5

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>


